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  200 m from the Su Gologone spring
   6 km from Oliena
   97 km from Olbia airport
  160 km from Alghero airport
  193 km from Cagliari airport 
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Su Gologone experience hotel

fact sheet
  2 Private park of 10 hectares
  71 rooms and suite
  1 Penthouse Art Studio Suite
  2 Restaurants
  3 Experiential restaurants
  3 Bars 
  Wine cellar
  Prosciutteria
  Cooking classes and show cooking
  Vegetable Garden, Aromatic Herb Pathway & Hen house
  Botteghe d’Arte with 6 laboratories
  Creative classes: ceramic, embroidery, painting, jewelry
  Art gallery
  Typical Sardinian Costume exhibition
  Library
  Spa  
  Outdoor spring water pool and 2 jacuzzis
  1 tennis court and 1 mini golf course
  Meeting centre for up to 200 people
  Ample private parking
  Unique Sardinia Experiences
  Concierge service
  Private transfer



In exquisite Barbagia, a severe 

and yet surprising stretch in Sardinia, 

the sea a few dozens of miles away, 

hides a world full of junipers and 

embroidery, terracotta and inlaid work, 

Sardinian artists of the Novecento and 

a strong culinary tradition.

the authentic   soul of  Sardinia 



that began long ago
  a story

Su Gologone started as a restaurant in 1967 

from an idea of,Giuseppe “Peppeddu” 

Palimodde, who wanted to offer traditional 

food in an area full of bandits, close to 

the Su Gologone natural spring. 

With the help of his wife Pasqua, capable of 

concocting sublime dishes, the first restaurant 

in Oliena became so popular that people 

came from far and wide to taste its delicacies. 

Following such a success, there came the idea 

of offering accommodation to the clients: 

the initial eight rooms became thirty-three 

in 1975, up to the current seventy. Still, calling 

them “rooms” would be diminishing; they are, 

in fact, journeys into Sardinian art, culture and 

hospitality. Giovanna Palimodde, daughter 

of Peppeddu, is the author of the external 

décor and the room arrangements, and with 

the help of her daughter Camilla, the beauty 

of Su Gologone shines everywhere. From the 

magical Bar Tablao, theatre of unforgettable 

aperitifs, to the Terrace of Dreams and 

of Wishes, where you can gaze at the stars, 

without forgetting the marvellous 

Botteghe d’Arte, the Herb Garden and 

the many coloured spaces. 

An explosive, tireless mind, Giovanna 

reinvents the décor every year: each visit 

thus becomes a new discovery.



Admire sublime shades 

of Barbagia sunsets from 

the Terrace of Wishes.

enchanted      sunsets



Peaceful locations deep within unspoilt nature beneath 

       the chalky white of Oliena mountains. 

a thousand colours        and brings
myrtle scents

the wind caresses



 A fabulous spring water pool, encircled  by lush vegetation, among the scents of vines, 

olive trees, myrtles and strawberry trees.  

of  nature
surrounded by the silence



Enveloped by lush vegetation, 

     every area is blessed 

         with a relaxing aura. 

relaxation enjoy areas of  greenery and joyful



Experience Suites

   1 Art Suite Studio

   1 Wild Suite

   1 Ciusa Suite

   2 Country Suite

   1 Maria Lai Suite

  5 Art Suites

  8 Colores Suites

  8 De Luxe Junior Suites

  7 Junior Suites

  7 Deluxe Emotion Rooms

  22 Deluxe Rooms

  12 Classic Rooms

Every room is a piece of Sardinian memory, 

a small artisan work of art in its own right, chiselled 

on moments of life and the effort of patient weavers, 

nomadic shepherds and skilled artists. 

The rooms entail a sequence of surprises and wonders, 

which are well worth exploring. 

rooms and suites 



The Art Suite Studio, formerly the creative sanctuary of Giovanna Palimodde, has been transformed 

into a very classy suite. Walk through the door of the Suite and you’ll enter another space, 

an unexpected oasis where creating comes naturally.

for artists
a suite 

EXPERIENCE SUITE   ART SUITE STUDIO



among colours
and painting   brushes

A proper artist studio with paintbrushes, 
canvases, spaces and inspiration. 

Ad-hoc materials for drawing, 
watercolour or oil painting 

can be delivered, upon request, 
so you can give free rein 

to your imagination, 
letting nature and the 

surrounding energy 
are a source 

of inspiration.

EXPERIENCE SUITE   ART SUITE STUDIO



the art of    Barbagia   

Discovering Sardinia surrounded by traditional 

objects and materials in the Country Suite. 

Relax in the fabulous terrace overlooking 

the herb garden, relaxing in the external bath tub 

or on the hammock, listening to the pleasing 

Barbagia sounds. 

EXPERIENCE SUITE   COUNTRY SUITE



 Everything 
at Su Gologone 

recalls Sardinian art, 
from the artworks that 

are dotted around the hotel 
to exquisite food. 

In the Country Suites, the decor 
recalls the art of Barbagia: 

orbace, leather and wood, traditional 
Sardinian materials, are combined 

with wooden items, carved by local 
 wood carpenters. 

Sardinian tradition

EXPERIENCE SUITE   COUNTRY SUITE



The exquisite Wild Suite, to be at one with nature, sleep under the stars and listen to the birds singing, 

enraptured by the sublime Barbagia light .

as a roof  
a sky full of  stars 

EXPERIENCE SUITE   WILD SUITE



The Experience Hotel Su Gologone brings you a sequence 

of awe-inspiring experiences. 

Nature takes centre stage in the Wild Suite, 

where harmony is at close hand. A welcoming, typically 

Sardinian atmosphere where relax is authentic. cosy harmonies 

EXPERIENCE SUITE   WILD SUITE



Let the Art Suites beguile you. 

Refined, elegant rooms overlooking 

the garden, mountains and valleys. 

Every room recalls Sardinian 

memories, with works of 

Novecento Sardinian artists.

an artistic   ambiance

ART SUITES



tradition

          Large and cozy, every Junior Suite is dedicated to 

             a great Novecento Sardinian artist. The emphasis is on local craftsmanship 

and the decor textiles are crafted at the Botteghe Su Gologone: it’s the work 

of skilled artisans who follow ancient traditions.

and comfort

JUNIOR SUITE



 An experience 

like no other.  

A coffer where ancient 

crafts wink at traditions 

and celebrate Sardinian 

customs in all their glory. 

Original and authentic decor 

are set in a fairy-tale location, 

surrounded by nature, for magical 

moments of wonder.

loving your land   

ROOMS   DE LUXE



Sardinian cuisine features simplicity, genuine, even frugal tones, with strong, authentic flavours, just like sheep’s cheese, meat cooked in the fireplace, 

crusty bread, pungent oil and hand-made pasta, prepared by Sardinian women every day, who show the secrets of their craft to anyone wishing 

to learn them. Follow the scents… you will embark on a culinary journey rich in traditional tastes. 

 Tablao Bar  Champagnoteque  Ciusa Bar  Wine Bar 

 Gazebo Bar Restaurant  Traditional restaurant  Dinner in the Herb Garden 

 The Bread’s Nest  Sa Corte de Su Re

  Sos Nidos

bars and restaurants 



Whiter than white rocks, 

coloured cushions and juniper trunks 

form the backdrop to this magic place, 

offering a splendid view on the Supramonte. 

The Magic Tablao and the Champagnoteque are 

the perfect place for an aperitif in good company.

in the sun,  
surrounded 
by mountains 

bars and restaurants   MaGIC tabLaO

bars and restaurants   CHaMPaGnOteQue



the sweet twilight that restores and warms your heart

Red hues distinguish this delightful space 

next to the swimming pool, 

    the Gazebo Bar is the place to go 

      for tasty salads and light snacks. 

         Here, even a dip in the pool,        

             followed by a tasty summer lunch,           

                becomes an unforgettable 

                   experience. 

bars and restaurants   il gazebo



 A simple dinner 

in the Herb Garden 

is transformed into 

a celebration of flavours and 

delight: juniper tables, decorated 

with coloured chairs and 

linen runners, chili peppers and 

cherry tomatoes. 

bARS AND RESTAURANTS   HERb GARDEN

a look onto   the herb garden



enjoy dinner at 
         the ancient oven 

The Bread’s Nest is an authentic 

  wood oven inside the hotel. 

      Here you can see local women 

         wearing typical Oliena clothes 

            and preparing various types 

                of bread, including 

                   the Carasau. 

                      Once they are ready, 

                          they are offered 

   to everyone. 

bARS AND RESTAURANTS   THE bREAD’S NEST



Sos Nidos, the nests, are the expression 

of Giovanna’s creative flair.

Relaxing in the woods between the juniper 

sheepfold, olive trees, holm oaks, in front 

of the Supramont savouring the ancient 

recipes of “Centenarios”.

relaxing in the woods

bars and restaurants   sOs nIdOs



 The scent of meat, 

slowly roasting on the large fireplace, 

tables laid with extreme attention and vivid colours 

make the Typical Restaurant unique. 

Our a la carte menu offers classic Barbagia dishes and 

a considerable amount of ingredients are sourced locally. 

the taste of  tradition 

bARS AND RESTAURANTS   TYPICAL RESTAURANT



Find the best Barbagia traditions 

in the evenings at the Corte di Su Re. 

Discovering ancient tastes and cooking techniques for bread 

and meat on a spit, as well as ancient crafts.

 a triumph of  scents and flavours 
bARS AND RESTAURANTS   CORTE DE SU RE



More than eighty labels to feast on. 

      An unforgettable experience to discover 

              the authentic taste of our marvellous land.

wine & mirto    tasting

WINE bAR



Loving ones’ origins and 

the authenticity of this land 

starts here, in the Botteghe 

d’Arte Su Gologone. 

An evocative name that 

recalls ancient arts and crafts. 

Housed in the old stables, 

the Botteghe hold 

numerous treasures 

and memories, celebrated 

in a hymn to Sardinia. 

Six labs dedicated 

to design, ceramics, 

painting and embroidery 

that show the best 

production of local 

artists and artisans. 

le Botteghe Su Gologone



Expert hands embroider, 

paint and work unique pieces, borne out 

of the creative flair of Giovanna Palimodde, which 

you may purchase here. You will also find herbal teas, 

essential oils for the bath, prepared with aromatic herbs from 

the Herb Garden, such as myrtle, juniper, helychrisumand strawberry trees.

a treasure trove 
        of  small jewels 

LE bOTTEGHE SU GOLOGONE



skilled, expert hands 

LE bOTTEGHE SU GOLOGONE Marvel at the richness of embroideries, mosaics, 

      hand-made cushions, shawls, carpets and 

            decorated objects from the Botteghe d’Arte: 

                     here, a world of delightful surprises 

                            opens in front of you.



unique, original pieces

LE bOTTEGHE SU GOLOGONE



Step back in time and learn the art of embroidery, painting and mosaic, or simply admire unique objects, 

in a celebration of unique Sardinian arts&crafts.

labs
creative

LE bOTTEGHE SU GOLOGONE



 Nature and Excursions

 Archaeological sites

 Sport and Meditation

 Food and Wine

 Creative experiences

 Folklore and Culture

Every day a new experience, 

an invitation to discover 

the unusual, hidden corners 

of Paradise in a unique, fascinating 

and sensational land: Sardinia. 

Su Gologone  
       Experiences



 Tiscali, the Nuragic village  Lanaitho, the caves and the archaeological finds 

 Monte Corrasi   S’Abba Mediha, the cave  Tiscali, the ravine 

 Gorropu, the canyon  Orgosolo Supramonte, hidden corners 

 Tour de Pinettos  Punta La Marmora, the view 

 Su Serhone, the sinkhole 

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES

NATURE AND EXCURSIONS 

unexpected              
            Sardinia



 Cala Luna, life in Paradise  Cala Cartoe, the east coast 

 Cala Gonone, caves and beaches

 Su Gologone, the spring 

 Rio Cedrino, a boat excursion 

 Sleepting with the shepherds 

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES

NATURE AND EXCURSIONS 

life in Paradise           



Sardinia is bewildering when it comes to its archaeological 

sites, in fact this marvellous island hides many secrets.

The exact function of its 7,000 nuraghi, in particular, still 

has to be determined: what is known about this Bronze Age 

population is that it was made up by shepherds 

and farmers. The entire island is dotted with many 

examples of this stunning architecture.

ancient walls

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES



energy is   everywhere 

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES

 Horse riding

 Climbing

 Kayak/hiking

 Biking

 Yoga

 Meditation

 Reiki, level I and II 

SPORT AND MEDITATION



 Lunch with the shepherd   Cooking course  Culinary demonstrations 

 Detox path  Picnic on the beach  Picnic in the mountains 

 Wine tasting  Champagne tasting  Oil tasting  Grappa tasting 

 Honey tasting  Visit the cellar  Tapas in the Herb Garden 

 Visit the Herb Garden and follow its path

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES

food experiences
FOOD AND WINE



a creative land 
 Embroidery  Sewing  Mosaic  Painting 

       Ceramic  Origami  Jewellery 

             Create your souvenir  Creative recycling 

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES 

CREATIVE EXPERIENCES 



 Sardinian ball evening

 Tenores night

 Astronomical observations

 Open-air cinemas

 Art paths

 Visiting the centre of Oliena 

FOLKLORE AND CULTURE

SU GOLOGONE EXPERIENCES 

precious collections 



LOC. SU GOLOGONE  -  08025 OLIENA (NU)  -  SARDEGNA  -  ITALY

TELEFONO +39 0784 287512  / +39 0784 287552  -  FAX +39 0784 287668

INFO@SUGOLOGONE.IT  -  WWW.SUGOLOGONE.IT  
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